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BooT-SectoR-ViruZ - ANTI-MATTER (INV037)
Things start somewhat calm with a cut up and glitchy intro, warming up the audience for what is yet to come. It prepares
the listener to be taken on a trip through the mind of Erik Schleicher, or, to speak in more precise terms, deep down into
the ViruZ Realm. This artist has a history of more than 10 years making hard hitting music, and it shows.
From industrialesque patterns to pure breakcore mania, he manages to cover a broad variety of styles, never forgetting
his musical roots to come back with some high speed hardcore attacks here and there.
Though there are a lot of samples on various tracks, BooT-SectoR-ViruZ always maintains to keep them fresh and original
with a tongue-in-cheek aspect and even sampling The Prodigy gives things a nice drift. It's almost impossible to categorize
this release by any musical terms as there are no weak tracks and no track sounds the same. Amazingly the album still
sounds very homogeneous. "Anti-Matter" takes the listener back to the good old times of broken beats and hard electronic
music while keeping up with the present and the future as well.
In times like these where anyone owning a PC and fucking around with some pirated music program calls himself an
underground producer, BooT-SectoR-ViruZ, the one and original "Disco Daddy", proves that there are still people able to
develope a very unqique style while taking things not too serious. This album is filled with energy, anger and fun, people
won't know what hit them but only that they have to move their bodies somehow. by about:black (www.about-black.net)

01. Enter ViruZ Realm
02. Mindrape
03. Carnivore
04. Heavy Breathing
05. The Last Sequence
06. Disco Daddy
07. Oppression (Equal Shit)
08. Trigger
09. Cruel Intentions
10. Deep Down Below
11. Am Rande Des Wahnsinns
12. Dead Line
13. Eat You Alive
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